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Abstract
The long-pulse high-performance fully non-inductive plasma is one of the major scientific
objectives on EAST using the ITER-like tungsten upper divertor. Understanding and
optimizing the fast-ion behaviors is the critical issue to extend the performance on EAST.
Recently, using both NBI (neutral beam injection) and RF (low hybrid, electron cyclotron
and ion cyclotron) heating, fully non-inductive high-βP scenarios with extension of fusion
performance at high density and low rotation have been achieved with βP up to 2.5, βN up to
2.0 and H98y2>1.1, with the bootstrap current fraction (fBS) up to 50%. For previous longpulse H-mode plasma at medium density, compared with RF-only discharges, when NBI is
added into RF plasma βp is increased from 1.2 to 2.0. In fact, fBS for both discharges are
nearly the same ~22%. The analysis shows that the increase in βp is mostly due to fast ions
which do not contribute significantly to the neoclassical bootstrap current. Thus, to obtain
high performance plasmas with the improved bootstrap current fraction, key parameters (e.g.
density, beam energy, etc.) are further optimized. Experimental results show that high density
improves bootstrap fraction also by reducing fast-ion slowing down time and loss, as well as
the lower beam energy mitigates fast-ion loss which is better for heating and CD
performance. The extension of high performance fully non-inductive experiments on EAST
at high density and zero/low NBI torque can offer unique contributions towards ITER and
CFETR.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For future fusion devices, e.g. ITER and CFETR, fast ions play a key role in the development
of steady state operations, which can be sustained with the energy from fusion reactions and
auxiliary heating (e.g. neutral beam injection (NBI), ion cyclotron resonant heating (ICRH)).
Furthermore, fully non-inductive plasma current drive is also necessary to achieve and
sustain steady state conditions. To minimize the power required for external non-inductive
current drive relevant to high density fusion reactors, the intrinsic bootstrap current needs to
be a significant portion of the total plasma current, which implies high poloidal-beta βP
plasmas (fBS~ε0.5CsβP) [1-4]. However, neoclassical bootstrap current will not be increased if
high βP is mostly achieved due to fast-ion contribution. Furthermore, high fast-ion β can also
drive Alfvén eigenmode (AE) instabilities, causing enhanced fast-ion transport beyond the
classically expected level [5]. These modes can also redistribute fast-ion profile, reduce beam
efficiency thus limiting the achievable βN, and/or enhance loss and damage the wall [6].
Manipulating fast-ion velocity space can control these instabilities and improve performance.
During DIII-D steady-state scenario development, fast-ion transport was found to degrade
confinement [7]. To minimize AE and fast-ion transport, the current profile and fast-ion
pressure profile were optimized [8]. Experiments have also shown that changing the beam
current and voltage can improve beam ion confinement by reducing fast-ion transport caused
by AEs [9]. Recently, DIII-D/EAST joint high βp, low q95 experiments show that high density
plasmas, with a Greenwald fraction up to 100%, have reduced fast-ion slowing down time
and correspondingly reduced AE activity [10].
The major goal of EAST is to demonstrate a long-pulse, high-performance, and fully noninductive regime to improve the scientific basis for ITER and CFETR. With the improvement
of the auxiliary heating and current drive systems and the actively-cooled ITER-like monoblock tungsten divertor, a 100s steady-state H-mode (H98y2~1.1) discharge has been achieved
by radio frequency heating and current drive (RF-only: lower hybrid wave, electron cyclotron
heating, ion cyclotron heating) [11,12]. Both co-IP and counter-IP neutral beam injectors are
installed and essential to achieve advanced steady-state operation on EAST. Therefore,
understanding fast-ion behaviour and related physical issues is a critical aspect to achieve the
EAST scientific objectives. Accordingly, several complementary fast-ion measurements [13,
14] have been developed and validated on EAST, e.g. fast-ion D-alpha (FIDA), fast-ion loss
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detectors (FILDs), neutral particle analysers (NPA), neutron flux monitor and TOFED
neutron spectrometers. With the enhanced heating and current drive systems, EAST has the
capability to explore steady-state high-performance regimes in support of ITER and CFETR.
Recently, the steady-state fully non-inductive high-β regimes for higher bootstrap current
fraction (fBS~ 40-50%) were obtained at high density fGW~0.6-0.8 with H98, y2>1.0 [15]. Here
we report an EAST discharge with high βP~2.5 and βN~2.0 using NBI which successfully
demonstrated reduced fast-ion loss by increasing density to ne~4.7×1019m-3.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes characteristics of beam ions on EAST
as well as the fast-ion loss as function of beam voltage and plasma density. Section 3 presents
the comparison between RF-only and RF with NBI plasmas, along with TRANSP analysis
that shows the relationship between higher βP and the fast-ion contribution from NBI heating.
Section 4 discusses the higher plasma density and lower beam voltage needed to reduce the
fast-ion slowing down time and the orbit loss, and these effects on βP and fBS. Finally, a brief
summary is given in Section 5.
2. BEAM ION CHARACTERISTICS ON EAST
2.1.Experimental method and analysis
The neutral beam injection systems at EAST consist of both co-IP and counter-IP neutral
beam injectors. Each beam injector consists of two ion sources. Each source can typically
produce 2-4MW of beam power with an energy of 50-80keV. As shown in Fig. 1(a), co-IP
sources located at the A-port are named as NBI1L, NBI1R, and counter-IP sources located at
the F-port are named as NBI2L, NBI2R, with the dimensions of the NBI ports as
1358mm×970mm. The power fractions of full, half and third energetic neutrals for NBI1L,
NBI1R, NBI2L, NBI2R are 0.8:0.12:0.08, 0.83:0.1:0.07, 0.86:0.09:0.05 and 0.8:0.13:0.07,
respectively, with injected ion source energy of 60keV. The tangential radii of the co-IP and
counter-IP sources are 1.26m, 0.73m, 0.61m, and 1.14m, respectively. The geometry of the
beam in NUBEAM is set as: the ion source’s dimension with a height×width of 48m×12cm;
the vertical focal length at 7.2m and infinite horizontal focal length; and vertical /horizontal
divergence of 1.2°/0.6°.
To address high βp regimes with fully non-inductive current drive, experiments were
designed to study the fast-ion characteristics of each beam line on EAST. Fig. 1(b) shows an
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H-mode discharge, 81450, with four beam sources fired sequentially throughout the
discharge as NBI1L, NBI1R, NBI2L and NBI2R. The other plasma parameters were as
follows: plasma current Ip=0.4MA in a counter-clockwise direction, toroidal magnetic field
of 2.5T also in the counter-clockwise direction, and an electron density of 4.5×1019m-3. Each
beam was injected with beam energy around of 60keV for roughly 1.1s, which is significantly
longer than a slowing down time (~100ms). The neutron rate (Fig. 1(b)) measured by a
neutron flux monitor diagnostic (235U FC) shows a large reduction (~50-60%) during ctr-IP
beam injection, relative to co-Ip injection, indicating that the number of confined fast-ions is
substantially decreased. Therefore, to evaluate fast-ion loss, TRANSP/NUBEAM was applied
[16]. The calculated neutron rates labelled as magenta dots are also shown in Fig. 1(b)
compared with the measured neutron rates, assuming that the fast-ion transport is completely
classical. The overestimates between the calculated and measured neutron rates are 4.5%,
7.6%, 7.3%, 3.2%, corresponding to NBI1L, NBI1R, NBI2L, NBI2R, respectively. It was
found that the fast-ion loss was dominated by two factors: the orbit loss, and the shinethrough loss. The orbit loss fraction for each beam (NBI1L, NBI1R, NBI2L, NBI2R) was
evaluated at 7.7%, 13.5%, 51.3%, 48.5%, demonstrating that significant orbit loss arises from
counter-IP beam injection. In Fig. 2, described in constants-of-motion space while marking
topological boundaries between the different types of orbits [17], the numerical code ORBIT,
was then used to compare the lost fast-ion numbers from the co-IP beam (NBI1L) and ctr-IP
beam (NBI2R) sources. Here, the numbers of Monte Carlo markers were set as 2×105
particles for both sources with equal weight. The results of this analysis also show the larger
orbit loss from the counter-IP beam. Specifically, using the TRANSP/NUBEAM birth
profiles, various trajectories of energetic particle calculated by ORBIT show that the
dominant loss orbits are trapped lost orbits and co-passing lost orbits. Here, the
TRANSP/NUBEAM distribution functions for the different beam lines will be further studied
in the future together with measurements of fast-ion velocity-space via FIDA tomography on
EAST [18]. The shine-through loss fraction for each beam (NBI1L, NBI1R, NBI2L, NBI2R)
was calculated at 5.0%, 10.1%, 10.5%, 5.7%, demonstrating that the more tangential
beamlines have lower shine-through loss compared with the more vertical beamlines.
2.2.Beam ion loss characteristics
A previous study showed that beam ion prompt loss and ripple loss is dramatically reduced
with increased plasma current [19]. Other key parameters (e.g. density, beam voltage) were
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investigated in an attempt to reduce the fast-ion slowing down time and loss for each beam
line. Fig. 3 shows the shine-through loss versus beam voltage and electron density for the
beamlines. The result shows that the more tangential beamlines (NBI1L, NBI2R) have lower
shine-through loss than less tangential beams (NBI1R, NBI2L). This shine-through loss can
also be decreased by reducing beam voltage and increasing electron density. When the beam
voltage is decreased from 60kV to 50kV, the shine-through loss is reduced by up to ~35%.
Furthermore, when the electron density is increased from 4.4×1019m-3 to 5×1019m-3, the
shine-through loss is decreased by ~28% from 3.9% to 2.8% for NBI1L.
Fig. 4 shows the orbit loss against beam voltage and electron density for all beam lines, with
the ctr-IP beam showing much larger loss as expected. With reduced beam voltage, the orbit
loss tends to decrease weakly on all beamlines except NBI2R, where no clear trend is
observed at all. Lower beam voltage can lead to smaller fast-ion orbits with less orbit loss,
but also can lead to more fast-ion deposition in the plasma edge with more orbit loss. These
counteracting effects might explain the weak trend of the orbit loss against the beam voltage.
Similarly, there is no clear trend in the orbit loss versus the electron density in the density
range (4.4×1019m-3 to 5×1019m-3). Here, increasing the electron density will result in shorter
fast-ion slowing down time (evaluated at 36ms, 33ms, 31ms at rho~0 for the NBI1L beam
line corresponding to density with 4.4×1019m-3, 4.7×1019m-3, 5×1019m-3, respectively), which
decreases orbit losses. Contrarily, higher density may also lead to more deposition in the
plasma edge with more orbit loss. These counteracting effects might also explain the weak
trend of the orbit loss against the electron density. The experimental investigation of the fastion loss measured by FILDs and fast-ion distribution from velocity-space tomography [2022] from FIDA measurements with the different beam settings and plasma parameters will be
described in future work, and will aid the understanding of energetic particle physics both in
long pulse H-mode plasmas on EAST, and in the future for ITER and CFETR.
3. EFFECT OF FAST-ION IN FULLY NON-INDUCTIVE DISCHARGES ON EAST
A 100 sec long-pulse, fully non-inductive H-mode plasma with good energy confinement
(H98(y,2) ~ 1.1) has been successfully achieved on EAST using RF heating and current drive.
This milestone was achieved through integrated control of the wall conditioning and
recycling, plasma configuration, divertor heat flux, particle and impurity control, and the
effective coupling of multiple RF heating and current drive (H&CD) sources [1]. However,
the normalized plasma pressure in these discharges was still too low with respect to ITER and
5
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CFETR requirements. To explore high fusion performance in the fully non-inductive regime,
balanced neutral beam injection was implemented and was essential to achieve advanced
steady-state operation on EAST. Fig. 5 shows time traces of two fully non-inductive
discharges: the RF-only shot 66740 is similar to a typical 100 sec long-pulse discharge
(ne~3.5×1019m-3, q95~6.3, βp~1.2, H98,y2~1.1, PRF~4.0MW with PICRF~0.6MW), and shot
70187 with both NBI and RF (ne~3.3×1019m-3, q95~6.7, βp~2.0, H98,y2~1.25, PRF~4.0MW with
PICRF~0.6MW, PNBI~2.8MW). In Table 1, TRANSP analysis shows that, while βp and H98,y2
are higher in the discharge with both NBI and RF, the bootstrap current fraction for both
shots is nearly identical at ~22% as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 5(a). The calculated total
plasma energy for shot 70187 and shot 66740 is ~149kJ and ~118kJ, respectively. The fastion energy is around 55kJ for shot 70187, which contributes ~37% to the total plasma energy.
For the RF-only shot 66740, the fast-ion energy from ICRF minority heating is 8kJ, roughly
7% of the total plasma energy. Therefore, the higher βp for shot 70187 is primarily due to
fast-ions from NBI, which do not contribute significantly to the neoclassical bootstrap
current. Thus, to obtain high performance plasmas with improved confinement and reduced
fast-ion contribution to the total plasma pressure, while simultaneously increased the
bootstrap current, key parameters (e.g. density, plasma current, beam energy, etc.) were
further optimized as described in the next section to reduce the fast-ion slowing down time
and orbit loss, when NBI-heating is applied.

4. EXTENSION OF HIGH PERFORMANCE FULLY NON-INDUCTIVE DISCHARGES
WITH REDUCED FAST-ION LOSS
In recent experiments, steady-state fully non-inductive scenarios in NBI-heated plasmas with
improved fusion performance have been demonstrated on EAST with a bootstrap current
fraction up to ~50% and improved confinement H98, y2>1.2 at high density fGW~0.6-0.8. For
shot 80339, shown in Fig.6, a fully non-inductive discharge (Vloop~0) with plasma current
IP~0.4MA and toroidal field BT~2.5T, improvement plasma confinement (H98,y2~1.25) was
achieved with βp~2.5 and βN~2.0 at an increased electron density of ne~4.7×1019m-3
( fGW~0.75). In this discharge, the total RF power was ~3.7MW (PLHW~2.7MW and
PECH~1.0MW), and the total NBI power was 2.4MW with co-IP and counter-IP neutral beam
injections (PNBI1R~0.9MW@60kV, PNBI1L~0.9MW@60kV, PNBI2L~0.6MW@50kV).
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The LH current drive efficiency is lower in shot 80339 with higher density of ne~4.7×1019m-3
compared to the lower density of ne~3.3×1019m-3 in shot 70187, with fLHCD reduced from
~70% to ~36%, shown in Table 2 also with each current component fraction for both shots.
Preliminary ONETWO analysis shows that the bootstrap current fraction is increased up to
47% for higher density shot 80339 (two times higher compared to shot 70187), which can be
understood based on two factors: density gradients are more efficient in driving bootstrap
current [23], and the reduced fast-ion slowing down time at higher density increases the
thermal (bootstrap generating) contribution to the total plasma pressure. The profile of fastion pressure is shown in Fig. 7, a comparison of this shot with the previous lower density
discharge 70187. The analysis has evaluated the fast-ion contribution to total plasma energy
and the effects on confinement and transport in this high-b fully non-inductive plasma, and
predicts a significantly decreased fast-ion pressure vs total pressure. Alignment of bootstrap
current and total current is shown in Fig.8, where the ECH current driven fraction is ~4% and
NBI current drive fraction is ~13%. Therefore the increase in bootstrap current with higher
density nearly compensates the drop in LHCD efficiency, maintaining fully noninductive CD
performance with help of slightly increased NBCD in this shot. Operation at higher density
and higher βP increased fbs and self-consistently broadened the current density profile, leading
to a slightly reverse shear profile (Fig.8), which further contributes to the increase in energy
confinement.
5. SUMMARY
The main goal for EAST is to investigate an approach to high performance, fully noninductive, long-pulse H-mode operation under fusion relevant conditions. A high bootstrap
current fraction plasma regime is desirable for steady-state tokamak operation because it
reduces the demands on external non-inductive current drive. To improve confinement and
increase the bootstrap current with NBI heating on EAST, the plasma density and the beam
energy have been simultaneously varied in experiments and simulations with a focus on fastion loss. Experimental results show that significant orbit loss occurs primarily from counterIP beams, compared with co-IP beams. The shine-through loss can be reduced by lower beam
voltage and higher density. Recently, fully non-inductive high-β scenarios with NBI have
been demonstrated at high density fGW~0.6-0.8, in which fBS is up to 40-50% with H98y2>1.1.
An example high performance discharge with βP up to 2.5 and βN up to 2.0 was successfully
demonstrated with zero loop voltage at ne~4.7×1019m-3. Although lower LH current driven
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efficiency has been observed at high density, the analysis shows that the bootstrap current
fraction is increased by roughly a factor 2 due to 1) the decreased fast-ion slowing down time
and consequently the reduced fast-ion contribution to total plasma pressure at high density,
and 2) the increased contribution of the density gradient to the bs current. Therefore the
increase in BS current with higher density nearly compensates the drop in LHCD efficiency,
maintaining fully noninductive CD performance.
Increasing plasma current is another straightforward way to reduce orbit loss, which
will be explored for a range of plasma discharges in the future. To address high performance
steady state operation on EAST, as well as future fusion reactor scenarios, further
experiments will focus on Alfvén eigenmode (AE) instabilities and their effects on fast-ion
transport and distribution, which can limit the achievable high performance (e.g. βN) in fully
non-inductive long pulse H-mode operation.
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List of Captions
Figure 1. (a) Top view on EAST tokamak with four beam lines installed in A-port and F-port,
named as NBI1L, NBI1R, NBI2L, NBI2R. (b) Beam-ion characteristic study with a sequential
beam line injection throughout the H-mode discharge 81450 with beam voltage 60kV, plasma
current 0.4MA with various calculated (as magenta dots) and measured neutron yields for
each beam.

Figure 2. Classification of different orbit types [17] of beam ions with E0~45keV on EAST for
(a) co-IP tangential beam NBI1L, and (b) ctr-IP tangential beam NBI2R with magnetic
moment µ normalized by E/B0 against canonical angular momentum Pζ normalized by the
poloidal flux at the wall Ψw. Here, the particle energy is E, and the magnetic field at the
magnetic axis is B0.
Figure 3. The shine-through loss versus (a) beam voltage, and (b) electron density for the 4
beamlines (NBI1L, NBI1R, NBI2L, NBI2R).
Figure 4. The prompt loss versus (a) beam voltage, and (b) electron density for the 4
beamlines (NBI1L, NBI1R, NBI2L, NBI2R).
Figure 5 (a). Comparison of two fully non-inductive discharges: shot 70187 with NBI and
RF; shot 66740 with RF-only; (b) profiles of total and thermal pressure @ 9.0s (shot 66740)
and @ 5.1s (shot 70187), labelled by vertical dash line in Fig 5(a).
Figure 6. Time traces for high performance, fully non-inductive discharge 80339 with high
fBS at high density: normalized poloidal beta, normalized beta, loop voltage, H-factor,
Greenwald density fraction, NBI power, LHW power and ECRH power.
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Figure 7. Decreased fast-ion pressure at high-density /low beam energy in shot 80339,
comparing with the previous lower density discharge 70187.
Figure 8. Alignment of bootstrap current, drive current, ohmic current and total current
components vs current profile from ONETWO/TRANSP in high βP fully non-inductive
discharge 80339 @ 5.1s labeled by vertical dash line in Figure 6.

TABLE 1.

TRANSP/NUBEAM analysis for shot 70187 with NBI and RF; shot 66740 with RF-only.
Parameter

66740@9s

70187@5.1s

Total stored energy

118kJ

149kJ

Fast-ion energy

8kJ

55kJ

βp

1.13

1.95

βp_fast-ion

0.137

1.4

βp_beam-ion

0

1.14

fBS

21%

22%

TABLE 2.

Current Components in both of shots #70187 and #80339

70187@5.1s

80339@5.1s

Electron Density (ne/nG)

0.55

0.75

Poloidal Beta (bp)

1.95

2.5

Bootstrap Current

22%

47%

LH Current Drive

70%

36%

NB Current Drive

7%

13%

EC Current Drive

1%

4%
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Fig 4(a)
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